THE 1ST HOTEL IN THE WORLD THAT
CONNECT JAPAN AND
ISLAM

A hotel with a
halal restaurant
and prayer room
Ver.1.2

5 YEARS STATISTIC MALAYSIAN &
INDONESIAN TOURIST TO JAPAN.
(MUSLIM IS THE TOP TOURIST WHO VISIT JAPAN ) - RED CIRCLE
q2013 With relaxation of visiting
visas Tourists from Malaysia and
Indonesia increase

Muslim is I want to
come to Japan!

q2017 Japan Tourism Board
(JNTO) Capital of Malaysia
Office in Kuala Lumpur Opening

□ point □
Inbound demand for Muslims is steadily increasing

MUSLIMS TOURIST CONCERN ABOUT PRAYER ROOM AND
HALAL FOOD IN JAPAN
q Halal Food only availabe at limited tourist
hot spot location and the price is costly.
lHalal Food is available at major cities in Tokyo
lHalal Food is expensive and the average budget is
over ¥1,500

q Prayer Room Only
Available at Huge Premises
•Airport such as Haneda & Narita
•Department Stores such as
Takashimaya
•Disney sea theme park
ØIn accommodation facilities such as
hotels There is no dedicated player
room

⇓

エリアに
乖離がある

(i.e Haneda Airport - Halal Cafe charge ¥2,400 for curry cuisine)

ØThere is no halal restaurant at the hotel
ØSome Restaurants serve Halal food with other non halal
meat and alcohol.
ØThe food is eating what I brought from home

There is no facility that simultaneously meets worship
and food!

MUSLIM TOURIST IN JAPAN NEEDS A PLACE WHERE THEY
CAN HAVE BOTH EATERIES AND PRAYER ROOM TOGETHER.

Our Hotel is providing the
Muslim requirement and
solve the concerns.

HOTEL

ＯＰＥＮ

Restaurant
u A hotel with a dedicated player room

u 100% halal only

THE PRAYER ROOM IS ALSO AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY FOR MEN & WOMEN

Guest can rest assured that they can
pray at all time. The prayer room will
be opened 24 hours. For Muslim who
come to Kisarazu also allow to use the
prayer room.

THERE IS NO PORK & ALCOHOL
TO BE SERVE IN RESTAURANT
While the Halal Restaurant business is
booming, we have confidently serving
Halal Food to Muslim. The food is
prepared by A Muslim Chef bring by Jesly
Villa Tokyo to Japan. We believe that we
serving the halal food without any doubt
and safe for Muslim.

We offer
Indonesia , Malaysian and
Indian (Mamak
style) dishes, which are not
often found in Japan.
Especially Roti Tisu (left
photo) and Roti Chennai and
others. We have a variety and
delicious type of dessert and
sweet menu that become a
"fashionable" to younger
generation.

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICES
FROM HANEDA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
& TOKYO SHINAGAWA STATION
Mostly tourist arriving at Haneda Airport
tend to stat in the direction towards Asakusa.
the arrival time is around 11pm in the
midnight zone. It will take 40 minutes for the
tourist to arrive Asakusa and Ueno. But its
take only 20 min to arrive Jesly Villa Tokyo
via Tokyo Aqualine without any traffic. You
can have a short journey and resting with
peace on the 1st day of your visit to Japan
and also your return day.

WE PROVIDE "SAFETY" TO VARIOUS CUSTOMERS
1.We provide free smart
phone to our customers
during their stay with
us ,enable them to surf
the net and make local
calls.

2.Our tour packages
can use by Muslim
travelers without any
worries , As we
understand their need
we guide them
accordingly.

3. We provide resources
from 6 different
countries who working
with us.
Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri
Lanka, Philipine, Nepal
& Japan

BUSINES
PROJECTION/PROSPECT
In line with the increase in Muslim
tourist to Japan, Jesly Villa Tokyo
will become a Muslim hub hotel for
tourist to stay, eat and pray. We
are very enthusiastic to welcome
Islam in Japan and become the only
Hotel to connect Japan and Islam in
the world. We are planning to have
a hotel branch especially after the
2020 Olympic that connect to all
over Japan. We are planning to
increase the number of premises

2021 Osaka
2022 Tokyo
2023. Fuji
2024 Hokkaido

"We Open for People to Talk Freely"
It was a common point underlying between Jesly and my idea. As
Japan is an island nation not much open for foreigners, and there is
no religious culture and believing God is widely accepted. Even
though the new generation is more open minded and welcome
foreigners still difficult to accept women with black hijab and religion.
WE believe our new concept to link the Islam with japan will help to
change the thinking of Islam among rural Japanese.
Am sure the attraction in Japan and our assurance of hospitality will
make you will came again to Japan. We also believe that our mission
is created an environment that allows us to smile. japan has so much
culture and charm in Chiba. We know that Jesly Villa will awaken
and to be recognized in the world and Japan as a country where
you can really enjoy to stag. There is no sense of discomfort in the
presence of foreigners tourist in the rural areas. It if helps Am very
pleasure.
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